
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT FOR AP LITERATURE 
All short stories must be read and annotated and the Fireside Chat must be finished and in 

the Google folder by September 4, 2018 
 

You can find all of the needed information in the google folder:   
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1w3OBQ-y7Rl29EmHn_XgXqSUQIJIW8SqU?usp=sharing 
 
The following short stories can be found on the internet. You can print these off so you can 
annotate them or use a reliable e-note taking platform that will allow you to download and save 
your work.  Annotations will not be graded, but you should annotate since we will refer to these 
stories throughout the year. 
 
 You are responsible to read and annotate all 20 stories. You must choose one for which you will 
create a Fireside Chat that you will film and upload to the Google folder.  The requirements are 
delineated on the next page. In that folder is a GoogleDoc upon which you must enter which 
short story you will do for your Fireside Chat.  You CANNOT choose a story for your chat that 
someone else has already chosen, so be sure to check the list before you start the work! 
 
1. The Most Dangerous Game by Richard Connell 
2. Lamb to Slaughter by Roald Dahl 
3. Cranes by Hwang Sun-Won 
4. All the King’s Horses by Kurt Vonnegut 
5. Roman Fever by Edith Wharton 
6. The Story of an Hour by Kate Chopin 
7. On Friday Morning by Langston Hughes 
8. To Build a Fire by Jack London 
9. The Outcasts of Poker Flat by Bret Harte 
10. Sweat by Zora Neale Hurston 
11. The Monkey’s Paw by WW Jacobs 
12. The Minister’s Black Veil by N. Hawthorne 
13. The Rocking-Horse Winner by DH Lawrence 
14. A Rose for Emily by William Faulkner 
15. The Secret Life of Walter Mitty by James Thurber 
16. The Signal-Man by Charles Dickens 
17. There Will Come Soft Rains by Ray Bradbury 
18. Lather and Nothing Else by Hernando Tellez 
19. The Chrysanthemums by John Steinbeck 
20. Women Like Us by Edwidge Danticat 
 
 
FIRESIDE CHAT 
1. You must print out this story, read it and annotate fully. Annotations for this story are graded.  
2. Read about the author and several analyses of the story (take notes and keep a bibliography). 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1w3OBQ-y7Rl29EmHn_XgXqSUQIJIW8SqU?usp=sharing


Does this story reflect a certain style, motif, theme of this author? Does the author’s background 
or time period in which the author was writing have significance in this story? 
3. For your “chat” you need to discuss the most significant elements of the story. You don’t 
have time to discuss everything, so decide what makes this story stand out: Character? 
Dialogue? Setting? Symbolism? Plot Development? Conflict? Irony? Humor? 
4. Decide upon the theme (remember that theme is the author’s insight into human nature). 
5. Determine if there are any other interesting or enlightening aspects we should take note of in 
this story. 
6. Be sure to keep notes on all of the above since these notes will be handed in when you return 
to school. 
7. Time for the chat!!!!! You can have notes or notecards to do this chat, but you MUST speak 
to us in the video clip. DO NOT READ TO US. 
 
Create a video of yourself discussing the short story. Some stories are longer than others, so it is 
hard to give you a time limit, but I can give you a range. All chats should hit 5 minutes. No chat 
should be more than 10 minutes. 
 
Remember that we have all read the story, so you don’t need to retell the story or even 
summarize it for that matter!! 
 
You have access to an example of a fireside chat and rubric in the Google folder.  Also in the 
googlefolder is a file into which you can drop your videoed fireside chat. 


